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If, for instance, the surface is a circle of radius a, the rate of evaporation from it is, reckoning from the diameter x = 0 and doubling,
which accords with the observations of Thomas and Ferguson.1
The equation, therefore, that expresses the rate of total evaporation from a given surface by "eddy diffusion " is very different from the corresponding equation when the diffusion is wholly molecular, nor are they reducible the one to the other. The first applies, approximately, at least, when there is an appreciable wind of the kind specified, namely, steady and strictly horizontal; the second, only when the air is absolutely quiet. The problem, however, of evaporation into imperceptible to very light winds is more difficult, and, as yet, unsolved.
A problem somewhat analogous to the above is that of finding the state of humidity of the atmosphere at any time after starting, in a given condition, over an entensive body of water. We may, for example, assume the air, as it crosses the shore, to have the same absolute humidity through, say, the first 1 or 2 kilometers, and uniform eddy diffusion — assumptions that usually, roughly, accord with the facts. Evidently this problem is identical with that of the flow of heat along an infinite, homogeneous, straight rod of constant cross-section and insulated sides, when a given section normal to the axis is kept at a fixed, and relatively high, temperature.
Hence, giving the symbols the same meaning as above, our fundamental equation is
dD ^ k d*D dx  ~ u ~dz2 '
This is to be solved with the conditions (1) that when x and t are zero, i.e., as the air crosses the shore, D has the sarriOj and given, value at all heights, and (2) that the rate of vertical flux of water vapor at the surface z = 0 is the rate of evaporation per unit area.
The numerical solutions of the problem under given conditions of initial humidity, wind velocity, and decrease of temperature with increase of height, are tedious. However, several such solutions, with all the essential details, are given in an important paper by Giblctt,2 which should be consulted by anyone interested in this subject.
The upper air, as everyone knows, frequently loses vast amounts of its humidity through condensation and precipitation. Hence, turbulence not only carries water vapor up, and completely out of the atmosphere (condensed and falling back as rain or snow), but also brings down relatively dry air and thereby makes evaporation, in general, an endless
1PUI Mag. 34; 308, 1917. 2Proc. Roy. Soc., 99; 472, 1921.

